
                                     Two Faced Unicorn Pumpkin  
Hook size 5mm & 4mm  

Yarn: Stylecraft Special DK in Candyfloss, Apricot, Lemon, Spring Green, Grass Green, 

Kelly Green, Fondant, Jaffa, Lipstick, Clematis, Black and Wisteria. (small amounts of each 

colour). 1 ball of Deramores Studio Chunky in Frost Stuffing. 4 sew on eyes.  
 

This pattern is written in US terms  

US Terminology                                           UK Terms  

SC – single crochet       DC  

HDC – half double crochet     HTR  

DC – double crochet      TR  

SLST – slip stitch   

MR – magic ring   

CH – chain  

ST - stitch  

(  ) – indicate all stitches to be made in one stitch.  

  

Pumpkin  

CH1 at the start of each round. CH1 does not count as a ST throughout pattern.  

1. Using Chunky White yarn and 5mm hook, in a MR make 10SC. SLST in 1st SC to join. (10 stitches). 
  

2. Make (2SC) in each ST around. SLST in 1st SC made to join. (20 stiches). 
 

3. *(2SC), SC. Repeat from * around. SLST in 1st SC made to join. (30 stitches).  
 

4. CH20. SC in the 2nd CH from the hook. HDC in each ST down the CH finishing with a SC in the last CH.  SLST in the  next 2 stitches. 

TURN. CH1 and make a SC in the 1st SC of the CH20. HDC in the BACK loops of each ST up the CH, finishing with a SC in both 

loops in the last ST. (19 stitches).  
 

5. CH1, TURN, SC in the 1st ST. Make 1HDC in BOTH loops in each ST along with a SC in the last ST.  SLST in the next 2 stitches. 

CH1, TURN, and make a SC in the 1st SC of the previous row. HDC in the BACK loops of each ST up the CH, finishing with a SC 

in the last ST.   
 

6. Repeat from the beginning of Row 5 for the remaining stitches around finishing with a SLST in the 1st ST of the circle. TURN.  

CH1 and make a SC in the 1st SC.  HDC in the BACK loops of each ST up, finishing with a SC in the last ST. SLST in the top of the 

1st SC made at the beginning of the pumpkin to join.  CH1 and make 1SC in the top of each ST around. SLST in the 1st SC made 

to join . Fasten off leaving a long tail. Using a separate length of yarn, sew the seam closed down the side of the pumpkin.  
 

7. Stuff pumpkin with toy stuffing. Using the long tail, weave in and out of the top row of SC stitches, skipping 2 stitches at a 

time. Pull tail end tights so that the centre closes and secure with a few stitches. Sew in ends.   

  

Ears – Using 4mm hook and Chunky White – Make 2  

CH1 at the start of each row. CH1 does not count as a ST throughout pattern 1. 

CH2. SC in the 2nd CH from the hook. (1 stitch).  

2. (2SC). (2 stitches).  

3. (2SC), (2SC). (4 stitches).  

4. (2SC), SC, SC, (2SC). (6 stitches).  

5. SC in each ST across. (6 stitches).  

6. TURN, CH1 and SC in each ST around with (SC, CH2, SC) in the top of ear. And with (SC, CH1) in the bottom corners. Fasten off 

yarn leaving a long tail. Sew ears onto pumpkin so that they are halfway across the top. (Equal distance from each face).  

  

Horn – use 4mm hook and 2 strands of LEMON held together.  

1. In a MR make 3SC. Do not join, place a ST marker, and work the following in continuous rounds. (3 stitches).  

2. (2SC) in each ST. (6 stitches).  

3. – 5. SC in each ST around. (6 stitches)  

6. (2SC), SC, SC, (2SC), SC, SC. (8 stitches).  

7. – 9. SC in each ST around. (8 stitches).  

10. * (2SC), SC in the next 3 stitches. Repeat from * around. (10 stitches).  

11. – 13. SC in each ST around. (10 stitches).  



12. * (2SC), SC in the next 4 stitches. Repeat from * around. (12 stitches).  

13. SC in each ST around. (12 stitches). 

14. * (2SC), SC. Repeat from * around. (18 stitches).  

15. – 16. SC in each ST around. Fasten off leaving a very long tail.  Stuff horn with toy stuffing. Using the long tail spiral around 

horn. Pull very tight, taking care not to snap yarn. Secure with a few stitches at top of horn. Thread needle back down through 

horn and sew the horn into the centre of the pumpkin. Stitch onto pumpkin going through the last row of SC stitches on horn.   

  

Sweet Unicorn Face  
 

Cheeks – Use 4mm hook and 2 strands of CANDY FLOSS held together – Make 2 1. In a MR, 

make 6SC. Do not join, place marker in last ST. (6 stitches).  

2. Make (2SC) in each ST. SLST in marker ST to join, fasten off leaving a long tail. Sew cheeks 

onto pumpkin towards bottom of face as in photo.  

  

Hair – Use 4mm hook and 2 strands of the following yarn held together.  

1. Make 1 in SHERBET and 1 in CANDYFLOSS. CH35. SLST in the 2nd CH from the hook and 

following 2 chains. SC in each of the remaining chains. Fasten off leaving a long tail. (32 

stitches).  

2. Make 1 in APRICOT and 1 in SPRING GREEN. CH30. SLST in the 2nd CH from the hook and in 

the following 3 chains. Make 1SC in each of the remaining chains. (26 stitches).   

3. Make 1 in FONDANT and 1 in CLEMATIS. CH30. SLST in the 2nd CH from the hook and the 

next CH. SC in each ST across with (SC, SLST) in the last ST. (28 stitches). Twist hair so they 

curl up and Sew hair onto pumpkin as in photo securing with stitches near the horn leaving 

the hair strand ends unstitched.   

Eyes  

1.  Sew or glue eyes on. Use BLACK yarn to sew 3 eyelashes. (Make 3 long stitches going into the same point in the middle of the eye).  

  

Sour Unicorn Face Snake Hair – use 4mm hook   

1. Using GRASS GREEN. – Make 2. CH30. SLST in 2nd CH from hook and the next CH. (SC, HDC), 

HDC, HDC, (HDC, SC), SC in the next 5 stitches, (2SC), SC in the remaining chains with a SLST 

in the last ST. Fasten off leaving a long tail.   

2. Shorter Snake - Using KELLY GREEN – Make 2. CH30. SLST in the 2nd CH from the hook and 

the next ST. SC in the following 5 chains. (2SC). SC in the next 15 chains. (2SC) in each of 

the remaining chains. Fasten off leaving a long tail. Using BLACK yarn make French know 

for the snake eye. Thread a strand of LIPSTICK through the end ST for the tongue.   

3. Longer Snake – Repeat 2 only CH40.   

4. Using JAFFA – Make 2. CH35. SLST in the 2nd CH from the hook and the next 2 chains.  SC in 

the next 4 chains. (2SC), SC in the next 4 chains, (2SC), SC in each CH until 2 chains remain. 

(2SC), SLST.  

  

Spider – use 2mm hook and BLACK yarn.  

1. In a MR, make 6SC. SLST in 1st SC made to join. (6 stitches).  

2. (CH1, SC). SC in each ST around. SLST in 1st SC made to join. (6 stitches). Fasten off yarn leaving a long tail.  Using a new piece 

of yarn thread through body of spider to create 2 legs. Repeat this until 8 legs are made. Using the long tail,  sew spider so it 

sits on the bottom of the horn and overlaps the hair strands.  Using another long strand sew 3 long lines through the top layer 

only on one ear to create a cobweb. Sew 2 lines over the top to finish the web.   

Eyes  

1. Sew or glue the eyes into place. Using a long strand of BLACK sew “angry” eyebrows  by sewing 2 lines in a “tick” shape.   

2. Also sew one long line in the cheek area with 3 shorter lines crossing to create a scar cheek effect.   

Mouth   

1. Using LIPSTICK sew a line for the mouth with 2 fang shapes.   

 
This pattern is property of Cute Crochet Makes and may not be copied, resold or shared. You may sell items made using this pattern, but please 

credit Cute Crochet Makes as the designer.  

                                                                                                                    Cute Crochet Makes   

  


